ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY. The Department of Psychology at the University of Georgia (www.uga.edu/psychology) is seeking to fill a tenure-track Assistant Professor position in Clinical Psychology beginning fall, 2016. Successful candidates will have a Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology and an established and strong record of research with significant potential for external funding. We are interested in applicants examining the etiology, assessment, and/or treatment of adult psychopathology, as well how these constructs and related processes predict important psychiatric and health related outcomes. Applicants applying Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) are encouraged. Applicants should be licensed or license eligible and be prepared to contribute to the instructional mission of the department at both graduate and undergraduate levels.

Our clinical program has a clinical science focus and we are accredited by APA and the Psychological Clinical Science Accreditation System (PCSAS). Successful applicants will join a nationally prominent and productive clinical research faculty and a department interested in promoting the careers of junior faculty. Collaboration with faculty in our other doctoral programs is encouraged. Established collaborative associations with the Owens Institute for Behavioral Research, the Institute of Gerontology, the Bioimaging Research Center, and the Biomedical and Health Sciences Institute offer excellent research development opportunities.

Athens, Georgia is well known for its quality of life, with easy access to both outdoor and urban activities (exploregeorgia.org). UGA is a land and sea grant institution located in Athens, 90 miles northeast of Atlanta, the state capital (www.visitathensga.com; www.uga.edu).

The Franklin College of Arts and Sciences, its many units, and the University of Georgia are committed to increasing the diversity of its faculty and students, and sustaining a work and learning environment that is inclusive. Women, minorities and people with disabilities are encouraged to apply. The University is an EEO/AA/Vet/Disability Institution. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, disability, gender identity, sexual orientation or protected veteran status.

Candidates should apply at https://facultyjobs.uga.edu/ and include a curriculum vitae, statements of research and teaching interests, representative publications, and should have three letters of reference submitted at the same website. Review of applications will begin on October 15, 2015 and continue until the position is filled.